J&J Hazen Meats, Inc Pig Cut Instructions Sheet

Name:

701-748-5600

Slaughter $50/hog

904 3rd St. NW, PO Box 624 Hazen, ND 58545

Disposal $25/hog
Processing $0.75/pound hanging weight (plus additional charges below)

Do you want Roasts?

These prices are subject to go up for oversized hogs (anything over 400#)

Size

/#

Yes/No

Do you want pork chops?
Size

/#

Phone Number:

(Average is 3#, we usually recommend around 1# per adult person)

Yes/No

(average is usually around 1 inch)

Do you want Spare Ribs?

Smoked (add 1.70/# for total presmoked weight) Yes/No
How many per pack?

(1 per pack additional charge)

Yes/No

Do you want Side Pork or Bacon? (Bacon is 1.70/# presmoked weight)
If either Side Pork or Bacon, how thick (thin/average/thick)
What Size packs of side pork/Bacon

#/pack

Do you want Hams(additional 1.70/# presmoked)? Yes/No
How would you like them cut? (Left whole, cut in half, cut in quarters, or sliced into breakfast hams.)
( Breakfast hams are additional .25/pound presmoked weight)

Do you want the hocks? Yes/No

Do you want them smoked? Yes/No

What would you like done with your trim (leftover)?

Generally on an average hog you might get 20-30 pounds of trim.
We can leave this as plain ground pork, or make sausage out of it. Our

Ground(no additional Charge)
Bulk Country Sausage (.99/#)
Bulk Maple Sausage (1.09/#)
Bulk Hot Sausage (1.09/#)
Bulk Hot Italian (.99/#)
Country Sausage Breakfast Link (1.49/#)
Country Sausage Breakfast Patty(1.49/#)
Maple Sausage Breakfast Link (1.59/#)
Hot Sausage Breakfast Link (1.59/#)
Hot Italian Breakfast Link (1.49/#)
Stuffed Country Sausage (hog casing)
Unsmoked(1.49/#)
Smoked(2.52/#)

#/pk

bulk sausage we require a minimum of 10 pounds per batch, and anything
stuffed we require a 20 pound minimum batch. So if your hog is average size
you can expect to do at most 2 batches of bulk or 1 batch of stuffed. If you have a
smaller hog, or a larger hog this could change, so we give you 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
choice to fill in. If you only want one or two options, just fill in those options and we
will split between them or do minimum batches of each if you have enough trim.
Please mark with 1, 2, 3 to show 1st, 2nd, or 3rd choice.

Producer:

